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Guests at the Kimpton Gray are dependably sleek and stylish, outfitted as they are in the latest
gear for their morning run or yoga class. The luxury boutique hotel’s ongoing partnership with
Lululemon allows both men and women to choose from a selection of four outfits from the
front desk. You’ll save room in your luggage without needing to pack workout togs (although
each outfit is also available to purchase and take home). Les Clefs d’Or concierge Bobby
Gonzalez recommends booking a session at Bottom Line Yoga, Room to Breathe or Bikram
Yoga, all within easy walking distance of the Kimpton Gray. 122 West Monroe Street,
grayhotelchicago.com

Chicago’s watchmaking industry now
rivals New York’s for its diversity and
creativity. On the thrifty end, there’s
Wolfpoint ($140 and up), then Le Coeur
Watch Co. ($250 and up) for a bit of
middle ground, but a recent favorite is a
tad pricier. Founded in 2015, Oak &
Oscar is an independent maker with a
keen eye for modern flair. Its Jackson
Chronograph, a 40mm manually wound
flyback chrono (seen here)—with a
60-hour power reserve, date at 6 o’clock,
and a stacked register at 3 o’clock that
tracks minutes and hours—is a feast of
simplicity and style, and at $2,850, a
bargain for the build quality.
oakandoscar.com

HI-TECH FACIAL FIX

FLOATING MEDITATION

Hang in a soft silk hammock as you melt
into total relaxation at Exhale Chicago’s
newest floating meditation class. This is
the first and only Exhale Spa to offer this
kind of instruction, adapted from one of
Miraval’s signature therapies. Both
Miraval and Exhale Spa are now owned
by Hyatt, and while Exhale is best known
for barre and body sculpting, guided
meditation signals a new focus for the
brand in terms of psychological
wellbeing. In the privacy of your own silk,
you’ll hear music and the instructor’s
soothing voice as you inhale deeply and
gently move to unwind and release
tension from head to toe. Expect to see
more additions at Exhale focusing on the
mind-body connection later this year.
945 North State Street,
exhalespa.com

HAMILTON AS EXHIBIT
Hamilton fans can now further immerse themselves in this revolutionary
musical, thanks to a new exhibit chronicling the American Revolution and the
title character’s crucial role as a Founding Father. “Hamilton: The Exhibition”
includes in-depth scenography, music, and historical artifacts—the 360-degree
and football field-sized interactive presentation conceived by Hamilton musical
creator Lin-Manuel Miranda and producer Jeffrey Seller. It is designed to take
visitors deeper into the life and times of Hamilton, from his childhood in the
West Indian island of St. Croix to an untimely death at the hand of Vice
President Aaron Burr. Tickets are $39.50, and after the Chicago launch, the
exhibit will tour the country. Northerly Island, hamiltonexhibition.com
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Mario Tricoci might be best
known for hair styling, but his
salon’s upping its skincare game,
too, with a new RevitaPen dermal
infusion treatment—a gentle but
effective alternative to microneedling. You don’t leave with any
inflammation, and instead of
puncturing the skin, the
RevitaPen tool gently pulsates to
push potent serums into deeper
layers for a smoother, plumper,
more radiant complexion. You’ll
notice results after just one
treatment and since RevitaPen is
non-invasive, there’s no downtime. Available at all 14 Mario
Tricoci locations in Chicagoland.
900 North Michigan Shops,
tricoci.com

